NEWS

IN BRIEF
548 News at a glance

IN DEPTH
552 Is India’s coronavirus death ‘paradox’ vanishing? Limited evidence suggests in 2020 the country had relatively low COVID-19 mortality By J. Cohen

554 Brazil and Russia face off over vaccine contamination charge Does Sputnik V contain replication-competent viruses? By S. Moutinho and M. Wadman

554 NASA set to announce Earth system observatory Climate-monitoring satellites mark resurgence for agency’s earth science division By P. Voosen

556 Fatal attraction to light at night pummels insects Fearing artificial lights add to an “insect apocalypse,” researchers seek solutions By E. Pennisi

557 ‘Campfires’ may drive heating of solar atmosphere Observations suggest small flares are corona’s mystery heat source By D. Clery

558 USDA now only partially inspects some animal labs Internal documents reveal agency moved to “focused” inspections to save work By D. Grimm

FEATURES

560 Sea of doubts Dozens of papers linking high carbon dioxide to unsettling changes in fish behavior fall under suspicion By M. Enserink

570 Macroscale entanglement and measurement The entangled motion of macroscopic vibrating membranes can be measured precisely By H.-K. Lau and A. A. Clerk REPORTS pp. 622 & 625

571 Rapid antigen testing in COVID-19 responses SARS-CoV-2 transmission was reduced with measures centered on rapid antigen testing By M. García-Filiana and I. E. Buchan REPORT p. 635

573 Reversible fusion-fission fibers Reversible assembly of graphene oxide fibers creates a pathway for practical applications By R. Cruz-Silva and A. L. Elias REPORT p. 614

574 Illuminating the first bacteria A new analysis aims to uncover the root of the bacterial tree of life By Laura A. Katz RESEARCH ARTICLE p. 588

575 Making sense of dinosaurs and birds Advances in imaging and statistics illuminate dinosaur sensory biology and behavior By L. M. Witmer RESEARCH ARTICLE p. 601; REPORT p. 610

577 Carbohydrates, insulin, and obesity Insulin plays a role in body fat regulation independent of dietary carbohydrates By J. R. Speakman and K. D. Hall

INSIGHTS

POLICY FORUM
566 Mapping out a future for ungulate migrations Limited mapping of migrations hampers conservation By M. J. Kauffman et al.
580 The people at the dawn of civilization
Sumerian language and culture take center stage in a new anthropological analysis By A. Robinson

581 Biosecurity for humanitarian aid
By M. P. van den Burg et al.

582 Inclusion through part-time science
By E. Theusch

583 Integrate U.S. science and diplomacy
By A. Banerjee et al.

590 Paleogenomics
Unearthing Neanderthal population history

591 Neurodevelopment
The coding and long noncoding single-cell atlas of the developing human fetal striatum
V. D. Bocchi et al.

592 Sex determination
Sex chromosome transformation and the origin of a male-specific X chromosome in the creeping vole M. B. Couger et al.

601 Paleontology
The early origin of a birdlike inner ear and the evolution of dinosaurian movement and vocalization M. Hanson et al.

610 Paleontology
Evolution of vision and hearing modalities in theropod dinosaurs J. N. Choiniere et al.

614 Materials science
Reversible fusion and fission of graphene oxide–based fibers D. Chang et al.

618 Solar cells
Interfacial toughening with self-assembled monolayers enhances perovskite solar cell reliability Z. Dai et al.

622 Direct observation of deterministic macroscopic entanglement S. Kotier et al.

625 Quantum mechanics–free subsystem with mechanical oscillators L. Mercier de Lépinay et al.

630 Ferroelectrics
Reversible oxygen migration and phase transitions in hafnia-based ferroelectric devices P. Nukala et al.

635 Coronavirus
The impact of population-wide rapid antigen testing on SARS-CoV-2 prevalence in Slovakia M. Pavelka et al.

642 Coronavirus
X-ray screening identifies active site and allosteric inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 main protease S. Günther et al.

646 Migration
Extreme altitudes during diurnal flights in a nocturnal songbird migrant S. Sjöberg et al.

DEPARTMENTS

545 Editorial
Opening the path to biotech
By Sangeeta Bhatia, Nancy Hopkins, Susan Hockfield

547 Editorial
The frontier is not endless for all
By H. Holden Thorp

649 New Products

650 Science Careers
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